
THE PULSE OF SWATI BEATS TO THE RHYTHM OF TELUGU READER’S HEART

‘Swati’ is a name very dear and  favourite to all Telugu people.  

The moment we say ‘Swati’, we remember Mr Vemuri Balaram. Among  all  
Telugu  magazines,  SwATi  the illustrated monthly and  SwATi  the  family maga-
zine are very popular.

in a state that can’t boast of magazine-reading population, that fact that Swati 
is ruling the roost for the last four decades... is the truth. Behind the sweet surprise 
lies a committed campaigner in the form of Sri Vemuri Balaram. it is his style to do 
anything as a persevering muni. This is why Swati weekly and Monthly are shining 
always as if they are fresh entrants to the market. 

in the cause of Telugu Literature... and to carry articles suited to the family and 
for the all round personality development of the members of the family, the journey 
began in 1970. There were many obstacles on the way but in a short span, their ef-
forts bore rich fruit. The judicious and sagacious readers warmly welcomed both 
the magazine into their homes and placed them on a pedestal. 

“The one and only world i have is the world of  SwATi. i consider readers as 
gods and the magazine is everything to me. My aim is to run the magazine with 
the highest ethical standards. 

This is the keyprinciple i adopted  for  mana- ging my magazine. The  blessings  
of readers work as talisman for SwATi,” says SwATi Editor Mr Vemuri Balaram.

Mr  Balaram was born  on  12  February 1947 at Ghantasala Palem of Krishna 
District in Andhra Pradesh.  He is the first child of Mr Gopala Rao and Mrs Seethara-
vamma.

Right from his school days, he did not  confine himself only to school text books. 
He  developed interest in literary and cultural  pursuits by studying  various  books 
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and magazines. He used to participate in the  cultural activities of 
the school with great  enthusiasm.

He used to  read  newspapers  daily and  select important 
items for display on the black board for the benefit of fellow 
students. This is one example to illustrate that his editorial 
skills started blooming even while he was at school.

After High School and College, Mr Balaram joined the        
Central Government Service, and worked with the Survey of india, 
Hyderabad for seven years (1966-72). 

while working, he also took interest in theatre. He acted in many plays. Soon he 
earned a name for himself as an actor and director by winning several awards.

Mr Balaram’s love for literature and culture prompted him to start a magazine. 
Thus SwATi, the illustrated monthly was born in June 1970. Ever since, Mr Balaram 
never looked back. It has been a non-stop onward journey for him. Realising that 
running a magazine earnestly  required dedication, he  resigned from his job and 
devoted himself totally to journalism.

“Our aim is to give to the reader thought- provoking quality literature. Our 
intention is to make SwATi live up to its name by making every article included in 
it as precious as a pearl,” said Mr Vemuri Balaram in the very first issue of SwATi 
monthly. 

Accordingly, for the last four decades he has been running the monthly as one 
of the best literary magazine. 

Despite repeated warnings from well-wishers... and comments from critiques 
like “Great Editors has perished. what can this man do?”, Balaram didn’t step back 
from his mission. it is an onward journey. 

The onward journey led to a progressive change in Telugu lifestyle.  it answered 
many unanswered questions. it healed many problems, cleared many doubts, spread 
the fragrance of knowledge and triggered a thoughtful process.  

SwATi, the illustrated monthly evolved year after year, in its get up and contents, 
to cater to the tastes of the readers.

All lovers of literature praise SwATi as “The Brain Child of Saraswati”.  Make 
use of your leisure time to read Swati. Besides knowledge and entertainment, you 
get command over the language. Your vocabulary will improve and your oratory 
will increase. you will also be able to teach your kids about Telugu. within a few 
years, Mr Balaram started issuing a full novel as annexure to  SwATi. This set a trend 
for other magazines to follow. Novels given free with Swati Monthly fortify and 
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fructify a person’s life. He created a new style in presenting     serials, 
short stories, cartoons and special features.

The great poet Sri Sri congratulated the magazine saying, 
“SwATi initiates and other magazines imitate. That is why SwATi 
is a role model to other monthlies”. The poet’s words came 
true. Even today SwATi monthly as well as weekly continue to 
be role models.

“Managing  a   journal   is  a   sacred responsibility. The Editor as 
well as the journal needs character  and  integrity.   Good  character  is important,” 
says Mr Balaram and believes the same in  thought,  word and  deed.  He  makes  
no compromise in maintaining high standards of his journals.

Mr Vemuri Balaram made yet another begin-ning when he started a weekly,  
SwATi the family magazine in August 1984. Here the intention was to  cater to  the  
tastes  of all members in the family by introducing features to suit all age groups.

Every human being has four stages in life like childhood, adolescence, adulthood 
and old age. The secret behind the success of SwATi for the last three decades lies 
in the fact that there is a variety to meet all the tastes.

On  one  occasion,   Professor  G.V. Subrah-  maniam, former Vice Chancellor of 
PS Telugu University,  said,  “There are many  magazines– some get hold of mind, 
some get hold of feet, some get hold of hands, some get hold of ears and some get 
hold of eyes. But Mr Balaram got hold of the pulse. He should continue with this 
knowledge of pulse even in future.”

Eminent journalist Mr Pothuri Venkateswara Rao lauded SwATi thus : “Starting 
with a new definition ‘the family magazine’, SwATi weekly reached great heights 
in circulation very soon. SwATi is so popular among the readers that  Mr Balaram’s 
family name itself changed to Swati. He is the Editor who knows the pulse of the 
readers.”

In a survey conducted in 1989 by the Indian Market  Research Bureau (IMRB), 
SwATi the family magazine was crowned as “the best weekly of the Telugu              
readers”.

within a short period of its launch, the  magazine crossed one lakh circulation 
and was declared as “The Largest Circulated Telugu weekly” by the Audit Bureau 
of Circulation (ABC).

“A weekly crossing one lakh circulation  also proves its contribution to literacy”, 
said Dr C. Narayana Reddy, eminent poet and Jnanpith award winner.

in a function organized to honour Swati readers with cash prizes of one lakh 
rupees each, Mr Justice Avula Sambasiva Rao said,“Within six years the circulation 
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of SwATi the family magazine increased up to one lakh. it means 
there is some unique quality and power in Mr Balaram as well as 
in the magazine.”

By December 1997, the circulation of SwATi the family 
magazine reached all time high with 3 lakh 25 thousand. it cre-
ated history. Ever since the birth of the Telugu magazine, say in 
the last one hundred and seventy-six years, no other magazine 
reached such golden heights as SwATi the family weekly.

SwATi weekly is unparalleled in readership. whether it is circulation or the 
number of readers,  it is much ahead of others. 

According to  the National Readership  Survey 2005, SwATi the family magazine 
had 39.59 lakh  readers. The readership of monthly also reached 6.40 lakhs.

This is the result of Mr Vemuri Balaram’s total commitment and relentless effort. 
In the words of  Mr Sri Hari Rao of ‘Janata’, “Swati Balaram is a symbol of excel-
lence in management of journals. He works relentlessly on a razor’s edge. while  
working whole heartedly he is always ready for experimentation. 

Undoubtedly SwATi is the best among literary magazines.”

It is difficult to say what topic is left out in SwATi the family weekly. SwATi 
shaped itself to cater to the tastes of readers of all ages and all classes. From child 
care to the problems of the aged, education, medicine, psychology, politics, religion, 
sports, cinema– you name it, SwATi the family magazine has it. Every topic is pre-
sented from social and scientific points of view.

Talking about spiritual matters, Sri Sri Sri Vidyaprakasanandagiri Swami said, 

“The Editor of SwATi Mr Vemuri Balaram is contributing to the welfare of the 
people by publishing matters that are relevant to the growth and development of 
a human being. 

Lakhs of people are reading that magazine with great interest. By including 
spiritual subjects in SwATi, Mr Balaram is helping even those who are spiritually 
inclined and are practising spirituality.”

SwATi the family magazine which appears every week under Mr Vemuri  
Balaram’s  personal  supervision  is  in  fact  a  weekly  sensation. in Swamiji’s view, 
SwATi does not need a special issue because every issue is special.

The magazine ViDYA wrote about the uniqueness of  Mr Balaram “Behind the         
success of  SwATi  which  leaves  indelible impression on lakhs of  Telugu readers 
every week, there is no single ‘individual’. There is ‘energy’, there is diligent work 
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and there is relentless industry. There is his life’s music attuned to  
SwATi.  There exists perfect planning. Now, the sum total of his 
life is  SwATi”

Unlike other editorials, an admixture of politics, which usu-
ally appear in various   magazines,  Mr Balaram’s editorials have 
a unique style and appear under the head “Swati Chinukulu”. 

Certainly these Swati Chinukulu (Dew Drops) quench the 
thirst of many minds. There are many who found solutions to their 
problems in these editorials. This self reflection, analysis  and experience appealed 
to  all readers of all ages and all classes.

The first volume of Swati Chinukulu has  already appeared in Telugu. Even 
English and Hindi translations were critically acclaimed and well received. The 
English edition ‘Dew Drops’ and the Hindi edition ‘Anand ke Boonde, Khushiyonki 
Moti’ are in their second print at present.

Keeping himself away from meetings, associations, honours, titles and other 
mundane matters, Mr Balaram pays undivided attention to SwATi. For him SwATi 
is his world. SwATi is his family. SwATi readers are his gods.  

Mr C. Raghavachari referred to this special quality of Mr Vemuri Balaram when 
he said, “For those with humanitarianism, human beings are gods. For those dedi-
cated to publishing,  readers are gods.”

well-known Telugu novelist Mrs Yaddana-pudi Sulochanarani said, “it is easy 
to start an institution but very difficult to  sustain it. If one wants to sustain an      
institution, one has to have the concentration of a great sage. 

Secondly, one has to work as hard as a labourer carrying loads of bricks in hot 
sun. 

Thirdly, one has to have a loving heart of a mother towards one and all. Mr Swati 
Balaram has all these three qualities.”

Mr. Balaram was born in a village, in a farmer’s family that worked hard to 
sustain itself.  

He became the founding  editor of SwATi at a very young age. Today the entire 
Andhra Pradesh is proud of this distinguished editor. 

Mr Vemuri Balaram’s stature can be attributed to his inherent talent and relent-
less effort. He is an inspiration for today’s youth. “Through SwATi, he brought 
recognition for Telugu magazines at the national level.”

At  the  invitation  of  the  Government of  india, as Editor of SwATi the family 



magazine, Mr Vemuri Balaram got several opportunities to travel 
abroad in the company of the Prime Ministers Mr P.V. Narasimha 
Rao, Mr H.D. Devegowda, Mr I.K. Gujral, Mr A.B. Vajpayee and 
the Presidents Mr K.R. Narayanan and  Dr A.P.J. Abdul Kalam.  
His travels abroad include the following occasions :

The Prime Minister ’s visits to independent States of                
Uzbekistan and Kazhakstan in 1993.

On the occasion of the world Economic Forum’s Conference in 
Davos (Switzerland) in 1994, and at indo-German industrialists  Confe-rence that 
took place in United Germany.

On the occasion of the historic “Moscow Declaration” in Russia in 1994.

when three important agreements were signed with the Egyptian President.

On  the  occasion  of  the  eleventh  Non-              

Aligned Movement (NAM) Conference that took place in Columbia.

On  the occasion of the Golden Jubilee Celebrations of the United Nations        
Organisation (1995).

At World Food Summit 1996 that took place in Rome. 

On all these occasions Mr Balaram,  as Editor of SwATi the family magazine, 
was in the media team that accompanied the Prime Ministers and reported unique 
features in SwATi.

when the Prime Minister i.K. Gujral visited Edinburgh to attend Common wealth  
Meet,  Mr Vemuri Balaram got a special invitation.

when both Houses of the Parliament assembled in the Central Hall on 14 August 
1997 to celebrate the Fiftieth independence Day of   india, Mr Vemuri Balaram had 
a special  invitation to attend the same.

President K.R. Narayanan visited New York and Latin American countries Peru 
and Brazil in 1998 and 1999. 

The Prime Minister Vajpayee had a historic bus journey to Pakistan.  Mr Balaram 
too travelled on these occasions.

Mr Vemuri Balaram  was  the  Guest  of Honour at the Twelfth Conference of 
Telugu  Association of North America which took place in America.

in 2001 Mr Vemuri Balaram was the only one to be invited from South india, 
from print media, to participate in ‘Malaysia Mega Fam-tour’ in 2001.

Mr Vemuri Balaram was the Chief Guest at the European Telugu Association 
Conference that took place in Cardiff, South wales.
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when the Prime Minister Vajpayee visited Cyprus, Denmark and  
Britain as part of  EU- india Meet in 2002, Mr Vemuri Balaram 
was an honorary member of the press team that accompanied 
the Prime Minister.

in September 2004, President Dr A.P.J. Abdul Kalam visited 
Tanzania and South Africa.   Mr Balaram was the one and only 
member from Telugu media to be included in the journalists’ team 
that accompanied the President.

No other editor of a magazine got so many opportunities to go abroad as    Mr  
Vemuri Balaram got as the Editor of SwATi the family magazine.

Kalaprapurna  Mr  Madhunapantula Satyanarayana Sastri poetically praised 
SwATi saying:

SwATi will be in the hands of millions of readers
Filling their hearts with compassion
Spreading the radiance across the sky
And shining like a star in the Telugu world.

SwATi is touching everyone’s heart from social, scientific and emotional points 
of view.

when  the world Telugu Conference honoured Mr Balaram, Mr Kumar An-
navarapu of ViDYA said, “You are a sensation in the field of journalism. You are 
a ‘Swati’ pearl for Telugu people, a towering example of sweet words, yet your 
greatness defies words, you are a dedicated worker and a person with a mission.”  
He wished Mr Balaram more success and many more accomplishments.

The international Graphics Limited desig-ned a Telugu font and named it 
‘Balaram’ which is indeed another feather in his cap.

Behind  all   these accomplishments of Mr Balaram is the undisputed fact that 
he becomes one  with  Swati and emerges not as Vemuri Balaram but as Swati 
Balaram.                                                                                     
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